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Product Change Notification

Change Notification #: 110594 - 00
Change Title: Removal of Intel watermark logo, PCN 110594-00, Label, For all finished goods shipped from Intel warehouses in intermediate boxes
Date of Publication: May 24, 2011

Key Characteristics of the Change:
Label

Forecasted Key Milestones:
Date Customer Must be Ready to Receive Post-Conversion Material: Jul 18, 2011

Description of Change to the Customer:
Intel will be removing the watermark logo on the intermediate box label. This watermark, which is slightly visible, can be found on the lower right hand corner of the label. This label is used on all shipments of finished goods in all media; tray, tape & reel, wafer boat, coin stack, etc. on desiccant bags and on intermediate boxes, including the half intermediate box. See photos below:

Current intermediate box label with watermark logo

New intermediate box label without watermark logo

Intel watermark logo

Close up of the Intel watermark logo:
Customer Impact of Change and Recommended Action:
Intel anticipates no impact to customers. Customers may continue to receive intermediate box labels with watermarks until existing inventory is depleted.

Products Affected / Intel Ordering Codes:
This label is used on all shipments of finished goods in all media; tray, tape & reel, wafer boat, coin stack, etc. on desiccant bags and on intermediate boxes, including the half intermediate box.
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